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HONESTY PROJECT

The Regatta group is  a fami ly business with a strongly bel ieved set of values.  We bel ieve that honesty,  courtesy and  
respect are cr i t ical  in al l  the decis ions we make with customers,  col leagues and the workers in our factor ies.

We set up the Honesty Project to focus on creating fantast ic product,  thoughtful ly engineered for the great outdoors,  and in 
doing so wi l l  hopeful ly enhance the l ives of those touched by our business.  We’re not perfect yet but we’re  

st r iv ing to be committed to honesty and transparency in everything we do, every step of the way.

We have been members of Ethical Trade Init iat ive s ince 2012. ET I  br ings together brands, retai lers ,  suppl iers ,  unions  
and NGO’s to improve condit ions for workers wor ldwide. We have recently been awarded Achiever status which  

makes us one of ET I’s  top companies.  We impact 32000 workers in 95 factor ies in 7 countr ies.

Our RHEP project teaches female health,  hygiene and nutr i t ion. At the end of 2017 we trained over 7000 workers,  
who in turn teach neighbours and fr iends.  We do this  through a system of peer educators;  teaching workers to  

be health educators who then cascade their  learning.

For over 10 years,  we have been funding a pr imary school in our garment factory area in Bangladesh, teaching 262  
disabled and disadvantaged chi ldren, aged from 4 to 14.  As wel l  as essent ial  bui lding refurbishment,  we are also  

reviewing the curr iculum with an international NGO where we plan to introduce a numeracy and l i teracy booster scheme  and a 
programme to help educate the parents.  Key to our success is  that we provide  a balanced meal  

and mi lk for every chi ld,  every day. We are proud of the posit ive impact  we have made to over 3000 fami l ies to date.

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

SOCIAL IMPACT PROGRAMMES

THE ENVIRONMENT

Understanding the impact our act iv i t ies have on our natural  environment is  important.  We have a detai led business plan, with 
key dates and targets.  These include reducing CO2 emiss ions,  reducing water usage, waste and chemical management, us ing 

more sustainable packaging and component parts and switching to “blue s ign” cert ified fabr ics wherever poss ible.  We are 100% 
compliant with al l  European legis lat ion regarding banned substances and are also working towards a reduction of PFC’s by 

2020. Reducing our harmful  effects,  where poss ible,  i s  imperat ive.
Joining the Microfibre Consort ium al lows us to work with experts to find ways of reducing fibre loss which is  u lt imately contami -

nat ing our water systems. As a l icencee for the Higgs Index, this  wi l l  enable us to benchmark our  
sustainabi l i ty efforts  within the industry,  encouraging us to continuously raise the bar.
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SEAMSMART 
TECHNOLOGY

 TECHNOLOGY

Our Seamsmart technology eliminates seams in the most important 

areas. Reduced seams give more comfort and durability with an 

improved fit to offer non restrictive movement for a better performance.
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TECHNOLOGIES

REFLECTIVE TECHNOLOGY

AEP

AEPKINEMATICS

ARED
5,000

ARED
10,000

ARED
VO2 STRETCH 10,000

ARED
VO2 STRETCH 15,000

ARED
VO2 STRETCH 20,000

Biomotion Reflective Technology is our latest development in to the use of retro-reflective trims. Research into the placement of retro-reflective on

garments has shown significant increases in performance when placed on moveable joints. Biomotion allows a person to be detected as a human rather than an object. 

We have utilised and placed reflective strategically to optimise the wearer’s visibility at greater distances, which allows us to use less but more effective reflective.

Garments engineered with Dare 2b’s Ared fabrics provide truly durable waterproofness, keeping water out through prolonged use in harsh conditions and demanding terrain.

 

We measure the waterproof level or hydrostatic head of all our garments and offer a full hierarchy of performance, starting at 5,000mm all the way up to 20,000mm.

 

Our Ared garments have been tested in real-life conditions extensively. If you are not satisfied with any of our Ared products we will repair, replace or  

refund your purchase for up to 3 years. All Ared products are classified as truly windproof and hold up against the most demanding standards.

Advanced Ergonomic Performance is infused with our cycle wear to give optimum fit and performance for the most grueling of rides. 

Cycle wear has been anatomically contoured to fit in the riding position giving less volume and making the garments more compact. 

Dare 2b uses the best possible materials, components and trims to create exceptional sport apparel, footwear and accessories.

The whole Dare 2b range is designed in house by our expert team who are passionate about sports and the customers they are designed for.

The collection uses the combines the latest technologies it is fabrics, constructions and trims.  

Dare 2b is committed to quality and this extends to all aspects of design and production. Dare 2b works closely with skilled manufacturers around the world and 

has developed long-standing relationships to ensure that not only are Dare 2b products produced in a responsible way but that they also continue to meet and 

exceed the exacting standards demanded by serious outdoor sports enthusiasts. Dare 2b use suppliers with a reputation for excellence.

In developing the best clothes and accessories, detailed and authoritative product testing is vital. All Dare 2b products are tested extensively, through

hours of time spent on the slopes and mountain. The Dare 2b brand ambassadors test our products in the most extreme of temperatures and demanding terrains.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT TESTING

RESPONSIBILITY

AEP Kinematics analyses the body’s points of motion during athletic performance. Using data collected in our studies, AEP Kinematics 

introduces a new concept, specifically designed for each activity, to enhance both agility and power, using 360 degree stretch 

fabric, an ergonomic fit and advance articulation.

Ared V02 and stretch is our most advanced waterproof technology.  Garments using this are ideal for high energy activities with uncompromised freedom of 

movement and breathability. We ensure under testing that during heavy exertion our fabrics must breathe well to a standard of 10,000/m2/24hrs.
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TECHNOLOGIES

 TECHNOLOGY

ILUS
SOFTSHELL

ILUS
WINDSHELL

ILUS
CORE STRETCH

ILUS
D-LAB SOFTSHELL

ILOFT
DOWN 400

ILOFT

ILOFT
DOWN 500

ILOFT
WOOLFILL

WICQ

STRETCH
COTTON

PLUS
WICQ

 TECHNOLOGY

Iloft down is designed to retain warmth when the weather gets cold. We only use the highest quality responsibly sourced  

duck down in our products. The fill power of down is an indicator of 2 important features; warmth-to-weight ratio and compressibility.  

Vect is a conductive print technology using Graphene compound from a volcanic substance. The repetitive 

continuous print redistributes heat regulating the body’s temperature. 

This soft thermo conductive ceramic coating is used on the inside of a product that absorbs the heat. This 

innovative use of ceramic material between your skin and fabric creates a personal microclimate.

Ideal for a variety of different activities iLus Core Stretch offers 4 way stretch properties for freedom of movement. In 

addition it also has a brushed back finish, which provides warmth and comfort. Offered in a variety of styling options 

for virtually any end use, iLUS Core technology is a first choice for experienced outdoor enthusiasts.

iLUS D-Lab Stretch Softshell offers total wind and water protection and excellent breathability. The innovative membrane ensures moisture 

can escape from the body, whilst providing a shield from the outside. With its 4-way stretch construction, iLUS D-Lab Stretch Softshell 

garments provide the freedom of movement essential for performance in a wide range of activities.

iLUS Windshell is a lightweight fabric that helps to eliminate windchill. With it’s advanced water repellency 

and breathability features, it makes it the ideal choice as an outer layer in milder conditions.

Dare 2b iLUS Softshell garments are engineered for the active user. It combines the comfort of a soft mid layer and the water resistance of a shell in one 

garment, which makes it perfect all year round piece. Dare 2b iLUS Softshell provides breathability and wind resistance keeping the user comfortable in a wide 

variety of conditions. The fabric is also treated with a water resistant treatment to allow water to bead off its surface to stop it from soaking into the fibres.

Iloft wool fill gives increased breathability and performance in humid conditions. 

Using wool keeps the body at optimum temperature and wicks away moisture. 

Our Seamsmart technology eliminates seams in the most important areas. 

Reduced seams give more comfort and durability with an improved fit to offer non restrictive movement for a better performance.

Cotton Stretch combines comfortable cotton with ultra stretch elastane. Paired with plain weave, this creates a long lasting canvas fabric.  

This is perfect for climbing and mountaineering which require full mobility and can be tough on clothes 

Q-Wic fabric offers quick wicking and drying properties.

Iloft is designed to be quick drying and extremely insulating, even damp.

Dare2b’s Q-Wic+ fabric is used on our functional technical pieces, offering wicking, quick drying and anti-bacterial properties.
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